9-Semesters-in-Residence (9SiR) Transition Procedure

GENERAL

Advisors will only approve MAPs which fit into these guidelines. All other will be saved, but not approved, as tentative waiting for approval.

Any IWORK student over 9 semesters, even if they fall under grandfathering rule or allowed off-campus internship, must appeal in order to ensure that IWORK will cover the additional time.

All new students from W2012 forward will be using the new 9-semester rule.

MAPs must be documented with approval for grandfathering rule – see italics/red-entered by advisor for allowed and lead advisor for appeals

Off-campus Internship is not counted in 9SiR – MAP will specify where internship was

Partial semester/terms will not be counted by itself, but if student completed 2 partial semesters/terms, then this will count as 1 semester in residence.

Grad 2012 incl any internship
If approved MAP to grad in summer or fall 2012, leave as is. \textit{GF2012}
All students in this category should have applied for graduation by now.
If student applied for grad and now wants to extend from W12 or S12 to F12, then they must appeal to extend graduation to AEC, same as old process.

Grad 2013 incl any internship
Grandfathering rule in place to allow students to complete a degree. - not intended to allow a student to add on a minor or the equivalent of a double major from W12 forward.

\textit{Al Non-transfer or transfer w/ less than 2424.9 usable cr}
10 semesters – OK unless IWORK, then appeal \textit{GF2013}

\textit{GF2013-9SiR App date}
11 semester – appeal to 9-semester committee

\textit{GF2013-PC App date}
12 + semesters – must appeal to Pres. Council

\textit{GF2013-TR}

\textbf{Transfer students}

50+ usable or AS/AA degree – 7 sem allowed, 8 sem appeal to 9-sem committee, 9+ - appeal to Pres. Council

\textbf{Grad 2014 forward}

9 semester – OK

\textbf{9+1 (off-campus internship) – OK}
except for IWORK who will need to appeal to ensure IWORK benefits for 10th semester

10 semester or 10 +1 – appeal to 9-semester committee

11 + semester - must appeal to Pres. Council